
American life, it is this cheap availability of the auto
mobile to all social classes. Everybody seems to have
a compelling urge to get out on the road and go
somewhere.

The first encounter with New York is nothing if not
the encounter with the ,New York cab driver. If the
impressions which we gather from sociological text
books about foreign places sometinles fail to coincide
with reality, almost anything ever said about New York
cab drivers is partly, if not wholly, true. They are mean
to other drivers on the road; they are loquacious; and
their encyclopaedic knowledge on any conceivable
subject, from wage-price parity to nuclear physics, is
certainly unnerving. We had hardly finished telling our
cab driver that I was from Johannesburg and he was
already displaying his familiarity with the entangled
problems of Dr. \lerwoerd's republic: "Isn't that the
place where they are hard on Negroes?" he asked
rhetorically. I settled back in my seat and allowed
myself to be lectured on American democracy, which is
a specialty with taxi drivers encountering foreigners in
New York. The only jarring note which might have
escaped my tutor was that we were driving through a
nauseating Puerto Rican and Negro slum; however, he
continued his lecture, his enthusiasm showing no sign
of abating.

To tell the truth, my first encounter with New York
was none too pleasing for me. It was extremely cold
and the city had hardly recovered from a snow-storm
which had paralysed it all through Christmas. But apart
from the weather, there was something chilling about
Ne\-\" York-at least during my first two days there. Not
even the long drives and 'walks around the city suc
ceeded in dispelling my disquiet about New York. The
city was hard and cold in the same way, I suppose,
Johannesburg is, except that Johannesburg's cold is
tempered by an irrepressible African gaiety. Although
New York has tnuch of the same robustness, and per
haps more, it is much too big. It is exasperatingly
chaotic. It also can be the loneliest city in the world.
This loneliness has nothing to do with the strangeness
of the place. I began to wonder whether I had not,
oyernight, become a reactionary who was beginning to
h'ate ·progress. I certainly yearned for the warm intimacy
of Europe, for the sheer presence of old age and the
gentle politeness of London. Whereas in New York it
seemed important that one should be with the kind of
people one knew and liked, in London, as soon as I had
known my way around., I had needed nobody as I
drifted around the city in a continuous flirtation with

. its ageless streets and buildings.
·,.'It·was in the next months that I began to develop a

··.s..~aking affection for INew York. One falls in love with
-t~at. city-at least I did-in much the same way that
..Qne falls in love with an incurably and hopelessly bitchy
-:~()man. One suffers in the process, and sometimes in an
~fupbssible kind of burning fury, one leaves her only to
-return days later with the tail between one's legs and
flowers in one's hands. Even at the end of a love affair
with New'York, just before one leaves her, there is the
same kind of dissatisfied longing for one more
encounter. New York is metaphorically, and really, an
awful kind of grabbing gold-digging bitch, yet capable
of extravagant passions. •
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e Thanks for the ride, Major P. Pity our interpreta..
tions of sincerity differ. Personal column, Rand
Daily Mail.

e Until fairly recently, the Public Service, with its
vast number of vacancies every year, was regarded
by many people as the last resort for those who
were unable to get jobs of their choice in commerce
and industry. Standards have climbed so steeply
in the service, however., that eve,n here only men and
women with good education qualifications can hope
to find suitable employment. A spokesman of the
Public Service Commission told me yesterday: "We
are not just taking anybody any more like we used
to do in the days of a shortage of labour."-Sunday
Express.

e "No place overseas that I know can give you any
thing like South Africa's wonderful climate· or its
ease and its comfort for ordinary people. And so
as the Blue Train moved north ... ": Mrs. Bertha
Solomon in the Rand Daily Mail. (D. S. Livingstone)

e The State President and Mrs. Swart have accepted
an invitation from the Grahamstown City Council
to be the principal guests of honour at the centenary
celebrations of the Grahamstown municipality . . .
A committee has been formed to organise the pro
gramme for the centenary, which will include
special celebrations for schoolchildren and also for
the non-European population of Grahamstown.
East London Daily Dispatch.

8 Two women's pistol clubs in Johannesburg have
adopted uniforms for their members. One of them
the Regent's Park, also has a badge inscribed CCC
(Cool Calm and Collected). Nancefield has dark
green pinafore..style dresses with special pockets to
hold bullets-Rand Daily Mail (John Harris).

• Dr. M- had told the court that his wife deserted
him in April 1960, and that she had committed
adultery with a police sergeant (first class) at Biza
na.-Golden City Post.

e Coloured, very fair, finds difficulty in obtaining
work because of fair skin. In urgent need of employ
ment. Possesses heavy-duty and public service
licences.-Situations wanted, The Star.

e A few inhibitions hinder you, sapping your felicity.
Get rid of them swiftly. No charges. Enquiries
welcome.-Personal column, Sunday Times.

e They accept everything offered to them, provided it
is for the progress and advancement of the Bantu
people and a method of teaching them to serve their
own people. Bantu education., Bantu homelands and
European liquor are all welcome.-Die Banier.
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